
It’s time to close the 
Sales Execution Gap: 
Building the case 
for change

Summary
B2B selling has never been more demanding than it is today. The expanding delta 
between the potential output of a revenue team and its actual results make it even 
more challenging to succeed. We call this the Sales Execution Gap, which can prevent 
a typical enterprise company from realizing tens of millions of dollars in revenue. From 
a sample of 800 public companies, Outreach’s Value Consulting team found that those 
leveraging Outreach’s sales execution platform, delivered 9% more revenue during their 
respective fiscal 2021 year — or $230B dollars of unrealized revenue. 

This paper explains what the Sales Execution Gap is, how to identify and size it, and the 
benefits of closing the gap to drive predictable, efficient growth.
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Shifting demographics and 
technology innovation challenge 
the status quo
Rapid technological advances, seismic demographic shifts, and new workforce 
dynamics have disrupted traditional B2B buyer and seller activities. Artificial 
intelligence (AI) and automation are now commercialized and widely embedded 
into sales technologies. Millennials are the predominant decision makers, and 
hybrid work is here to stay.1 The in-person meeting, once a coveted pre-deal 
milestone for field sellers, is now the third most preferred buyer interaction channel 
after the virtual meeting and phone (see Figure 1).2    

Figure 1: Buyers’ preferences for engaging with sellers
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Before ever accepting an in-person or remote sales meeting, buyers quietly 
peruse supplier websites, attend webinars, conduct research, and check out 
peer review sites (See Figure 2).2 Large distributed buying groups require more 
touch points and frequently prefer consensus-based decision making. With 
more people involved, it takes longer to close deals. In a new buyer survey 
conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Outreach, 75% of respondents 
said the average buying cycle time increased at their organizations during the 
last 24 months.2

Base: 212 B2B directors+ that influence purchasing decisions across North America and UK organizations in various industries

Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Outreach, April 2022
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Figure 2: Buyers do their own research before accepting 
meetings with sellers

Which of the following do you do before you accept an in 
person or remote sales meeting?  (Multiple answers accepted)
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Base: 212 B2B directors+ that influence purchasing decisions across North America and UK organizations in various industries

Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Outreach, April 2022

These macro shifts mean that status quo go-to-market (GTM) approaches such 
as increasing activity, launching new products, and hiring more salespeople, 
won’t alone deliver the impact they once did. Growth leaders must adopt 
next-generation sales tech to drive predictable, efficient growth. A recent Gartner 
CSO study revealed that, 70% of respondents said they expected their budgets to 
increase to reflect the growing role sales tech plays in successfully executing the 
sales strategy.3 Only 2% of CSO respondents in the same study said they were 
very satisfied with their current sales tech stack.3

While customer relationship management (CRM) systems are ubiquitous, they 
lack technical flexibility and the workflows to support modern selling motions. 
Similarly, point solutions (best-of-breed single product sales technologies) can't 
capture and unify buyer and seller behavioral data across the entire cycle. Given 
these limitations, point solutions are falling out of favor with sales leaders. 
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CRM limitations are amplified by 
modern buyer preferences
When Salesforce introduced cloud-based CRM, many considered it to be the only 
essential sales technology for B2B organizations. But CRM was built for sales 
leaders and revenue back office managers — not for sellers. Instead of helping 
sellers do their jobs more effectively, CRM created barriers to engagement. 
Gartner estimates that only 10%-20% of sellers use legacy technologies like CRM 
daily, compared to seller-first tech which they estimate 60% of sellers use daily.4 
According to Forrester’s Seth Marrs, less than 5% of sellers use all their CRM sales 
stages to manage their deals, and more than 60% of long cycle opportunities are 
created in the same quarter the deal is closed.5 This reaffirms, that sellers don’t 
think CRM is an essential tool for managing enterprise opportunities. While CRM is 
as ubiquitous today as it was in the past, lack of adoption and incomplete 
customer data mean that most companies never fully realize the value of 
their investment.

For selling organizations that primarily rely on CRM, sellers must create their own 
manual prospecting and deal management workflows. Teams that count on CRM, 
email inboxes, spreadsheets, and an assortment of disparate point solutions lack 
visibility into their performance. This approach means rich buyer and seller data 
generated across the sales cycle isn’t captured or gets lost in tech silos. With 
these limitations, sellers can’t effectively anticipate buyer needs or access the 
relevant information about where buyers are in their journey. 

Sellers have always had issues with CRM. Those challenges are amplified as new 
buying behaviors place greater even expectations on them.1 As a result, growth 
leaders are leaning into solutions that complement and fully maximize the 
intended value of CRM as a backend system of record. 

Leading companies are adopting sales execution technologies — platforms 
designed with seller-friendly interfaces that allow users to manage, automate, 
and optimize activities across every stage of the cycle. Each member of the 
revenue team can access the information and workflows they need in a single 
pane of glass. Leveraging automation, sales execution platforms capture critical 
buyer and seller activity, including bilateral email communication, voice-only 
sales calls, and virtual sales meetings. Machine learning models then deduce 
buyer sentiment to inform sellers not just of email open rates but of the tone and 
and tenor of the communications. Sales execution platforms automatically 
capture omnichannel interactions and the telemetry from every interaction; the 
system automatically writes it back to the CRM, virtually eliminating sellers’ data 
entry time. 
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The Sales Execution Gap is a trillion 
dollar revenue black hole
Pipeline coverage is as crucial and challenging as ever. A 2020 study by Value 
Selling Associates found that only 23% of sales reps had enough pipeline to meet 
their quotas.6 The reality is that running sales organizations, coaching reps, 
advancing opportunities and closing deals is difficult. 

The Sales Execution Gap (see Figure 3) doesn’t just exist in one area of the revenue 
cycle, but rather its the combined impact of gaps between every GTM system, 
team, process and signal across the entire enterprise. 

Figure 3: The Sales Execution Gap
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Gaps in sales execution show up everywhere but are often experienced in the 
following ways:

Poor prospecting productivity. Prospecting refers to the selling motions that 
occur from lead sourcing all the way through creating new opportunities. Sellers 
stuck with manual, tedious prospecting workflows based on intuition, rather than 
data-driven insights, typically fall short of their pipeline targets. In the report “4 
Levers to Boost SDR Pipeline Generation”Gartner states that only 48% of sales 
development representative (SDR) teams responsible for pipeline generation 
consistently hit their quotas.7 Without the right tools, SDRs and full-cycle reps 
spend 77% of their time on non-core selling activities.8 Sellers who are not 
equipped with sales execution technology that automates engagement and 
pipeline generation activities don’t spend enough time selling and likely suffer 
from insufficient pipelines.

Challenging deal cycle complexities. Managing opportunities is more 
challenging than ever. Forrester Consulting found that 75% of respondents 
agreed the number of stakeholders in their buying process increased during the 
last 24 months (see Figure 4).2 Buyers also overwhelmingly stated that they 
prefer real-time answers to complex questions, rather than having a follow on 
meeting or another expert brought into the cycle (see Figure 5).2 Sellers who are 
not guided to take the right actions at the right moment can lose credibility.

Inaccurate forecasting. Sales forecasting is one of the most important activities 
for a revenue leader. Accurate forecasting is inextricably linked to revenue and 
finance leaders having the confidence to invest in growth. Sales performance 
management provider, Intangent, found that companies with error-free 
forecasts are 10% more likely to grow revenue year over year.9 Unfortunately, Korn 
Ferry also found that fewer than 25% of companies can boast forecast accuracy 
of more than 75%.10 Revenue leaders that lack deal and pipeline intelligence lack 
confidence when calling their numbers and often finish periods with unexpected 
forecast misses. 
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Figure 4: New complexities complicate selling motions

Considering your process for evaluating a new supplier, how 
much do you agree with the following statement:

Over the last 24 
months, we have 

gained more 
stakeholders involved 
in the buying process

Strongly agree Agree Neither disagree 
nor agree Disagree Strongly disagree

31% 43% 19% 5% 1%

Considering your process for evaluating a new supplier, how 
much do you agree with the following statement:

62%
I prefer a salesperson answering 

complex questions in the meeting 
because it shortens the buying cycle  

I prefer a salesperson who can answer 
complex questions in the meeting because it 
increases my confidence in the seller/vendor

53%

Sales execution platforms are designed for every member of the revenue team — 
from sales reps, to CROs, to post-sale personnel and everyone in between. 
Growth leaders that can successfully close their Sales Execution Gap will forecast 
with precision, drive more growth, maintain a reasonable cost of sales (COS), and 
ensure their team delivers better buyer experiences. 

Base: 212 B2B directors+ that influence purchasing decisions across North America and UK organizations in various industries 

Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Outreach, April 2022

Figure 5: Buyers demand immediate answers to 
their questions

Consider a situation when you ask a salesperson a complex 
question. Which of the following best describes your 
preferences? (Multiple answers accepted)

Base: 212 B2B directors+ that influence purchasing decisions across North America and UK organizations in various industries

Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Outreach, April 2022
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Closing the Sales Execution Gap 
unlocks new levels of success
The Outreach Sales Execution Platform automates sales engagement and 
transforms buyer intelligence into real-time actionable insights that improve deal 
management and forecast accuracy. 

Automating non-selling tasks helps sellers maximize their time. Embedded 
machine learning guides sellers to take actions that are proven to meet buyer 
needs (based on buyer signals)and advance deals to close. Deal health scores 
help sellers see and proactively address risks in their active deals. By taking a 
more scientific-based approach to deal management and forecasting, sellers 
can leverage machine learning-derived insights to positively change outcomes.

Sales execution platforms help growth leaders: 

Improve prospecting efficiency. Sales leaders can empower their teams with 
an intelligent system that automates, instruments, and optimizes sales 
engagement workflows to generate pipeline. 

Increase deal velocity and close rates. Sellers and buyers save time, improve 
deal management, enhance buyer-seller collaboration, and expand sales 
manager visibility — all while delivering buyer-centric experiences.  

Measure and predict success. The ability to continuously assess deal health 
signals throughout pipeline management and forecasting processes empower 
reps and sales leaders to identify risks and proactively address them before it's 
too late. 
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What it looks like to reach your full 
revenue potential
Outreach works with companies across every geography and industry to help 
them take the next right action. The two examples below leverage collective 
experience combined with public company data to predict an organization’s 
current revenue trajectory and the potential untapped opportunity that lies 
ahead when the Sales Execution Gap is closed (see Figure 6 & Figure 7). 

In the first example, the revenue organization was trending toward a $52M 
cumulative revenue deficit relative to plan over the next 3 years. Leveraging 
Outreach to close the Sales Execution Gap would help them unlock a total 
incremental benefit of $66M compared to the revenue plan over that time.

Figure 6: The Sales Execution Gap: A financial services 
organization case study
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The second revenue organization was tracking toward a $12M cumulative 
revenue deficit relative to plan. Unlocking the trapped potential could drive as 
much as $69M of incremental revenue. 

In both cases, the return on investment was significant; covering not just basic 
subscription costs, but also critical internal investment in program resources, 
expert external support, and increased sales commision.

Taking inspiration from these two examples, and after researching the relative 
performance of 800 public companies coming out of their respective fiscal 2021 
years, we found that companies using the Outreach platform drove 9% more 
revenue during that 12 month period compared to those no longer using the 
platform. The net result adds up to $230B dollars of unrealized revenue.11

Figure 7: The Sales Execution Gap: A environmental services 
organization case study
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Recommendations for closing the 
Sales Execution Gap
Even high-performing revenue organizations have execution gaps that, when 
closed, drive growth and sharpen revenue performance. Organizations should 
take the following steps to narrow their Sales Execution Gap and achieve their full 
revenue potential:

Establish a baseline. Business objectives must be rooted in data and measured 
against quantitative metrics. As Forrester wrote in the blog “Can You Handle The 
Truth? Why Popular Myths Are Holding B2B Sales Back,” “There is a massive 
untapped opportunity for sales leaders to mine and leverage both customer 
and seller insights to drive business and increase revenue and productivity.”12 
Once measurable business objectives are in place, audit your revenue 
organization and create a baseline level of productivity.

Understand what’s possible. Evaluate peer companies to understand how 
they’re performing. Couple that information with your baseline level of 
productivity to identify the execution gaps that are holding your organization 
back. With an understanding of exactly how wide those gaps are, you can 
quickly get a clear picture of what it looks like to fire on all cylinders. 

Create a plan for success. Build a specific plan to reach your organization’s full 
potential. Implement programs, policies, and processes in line with your business 
objectives. Craft goals to incentivize the best behaviors, and encourage 
best-in-class-sales actions. 

Invest in sales execution technology. Arm your sellers with a sales execution 
platform that automates administrative tasks, providesin-the-moment-
recommendations, and real-time visibility into pipeline coverage, deal health, 
and forecasts. Digital-first buyers leave treasure troves of signals as they learn 
about, evaluate, and decide to make a purchase. Sales execution platforms 
collect those signals, analyze them with machine learning models to discover 
actionable insights, and then recommend the best actions for sellers, managers, 
and leaders. 
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Outreach is the largest and fastest-growing sales execution 
platform provider that helps companies dramatically increase 
productivity and drive smarter, more insightful engagement with 
their customers. Outreach is the only solution provider to integrate 
sales engagement, conversation intelligence, and revenue 
intelligence into one platform. The only sales execution platform to 
make the Forbes Cloud 100, Outreach was also the fastest-growing 
vendor in the category on the Deloitte Technology Fast 500. More 
than 5,300 companies such as Adobe, Tableau, Okta, Splunk, 
DocuSign, and SAP depend on Outreach's enterprise-scale, 
unparalleled customer adoption, and robust AI-powered 
innovation. Outreach is a privately held company based in Seattle, 
Washington. To learn more, please visit www.outreach.io.
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